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What Is Music?
Music means many different things to many different people. These are some, as identified by the
co-design group.

Identity

The capacity to
never be shut in

Freedom

The dismantling
of restrictions
perceived or
actual

Connection

The illumination
of the “in
between”

Investigation
and play
What is Music

A form of
expression

Curiosity

A Necessity
Absurdity

Nurturing
Dreams

Communication

Wrestling with
the abstract

This strategy and Action Plan has been developed by a co-design group representing the youth music
ecosystem of Northern Ireland and is based on an in depth and extensive research and engagement
process. A separate audit document has been developed which has informed all actions in this
document.
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The co-design group identified the following as key values when considering the priorities and
actions
Access and
Inclusion

Every child or young person should have a right to access and participate in
music irrespective of their economic or geographical circumstances or
background. One size does not fit all. We need to ensure a wide range of
opportunities for young people that also relate to their interests.

Creativity and
innovation

We believe that being creative is fundamental to a young person’s
development. Young people are at their most creative at the age of four.
Music can help to nurture a creative spirit in young people which leads to
innovative thinking equipping young people more fully for the world of
work

Partnership and
collaboration

The music infrastructure in NI needs strengthening. In order to maximise
the contribution that music can make to wider outcomes for children and
young people, we need to promote and support greater partnership and
collaborations across the music infrastructure and across other areas.

Sustainability

Music – both music education and music performance require long term
sustainable support in order to maximise the benefits to the individual and
to society. We need to build a sustainable ecosystem that plays to its
strengths and contributes to wider outcomes

Joy

We want children and young people to enjoy listening, performing and
composing music
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Vision, Mission, Priorities and Outcomes
The following represents the Vision, Mission, Priorities and Outcomes to maximise opportunities for
young people engaging in music.

Vision
A musically inclusive Northern Ireland where every child or young person has a right to engage in
music and to develop their talent, immaterial of their personal circumstances

Mission
Collaborating to maximise the impact and outcomes that engagement in music can bring to the lives
of children and young people

Priorities
1: Access and Inclusion
2: Pathways for talent, Career Pathways and Access Points
3: Strengthening the Infrastructure - the Music Sector
4: Advocacy
5: Building partnerships and collaboration
6: Funding and Investment

Outcomes
We have modelled the outcomes of this plan on the Programme for Government, specifically
Outcome 12 – We give our children and young people the best start in life; as well as those of the
Children and Young People’s Strategy. We believe that improving the well-being of children and
young people through music will improve and contribute to:









their physical and mental health;
the enjoyment of play and leisure;
learning and achievement;
living in safety and with stability;
economic and environmental well-being;
the making by them of a positive contribution to society;
living in a society which respects their rights; and
living in a society in which equality of opportunity and good relations are promoted between
persons who share a relevant characteristic and persons who do not share that characteristic
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The Music Ecosystem
The diagram overleaf aims to demonstrate the key components of the youth music ecosystem in
Northern Ireland. This illustrates a diverse and multi sectoral ecosystem with numerous strengths.
In order to maximise the outcomes for young people however, there needs to be greater
collaboration between all aspects of this ecosystem.
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The Youth Music Ecosystem in NI

Schools

Independent music teachers

624,210 young people aged
0-25 in NI in 2019 - 33% of
the population (NISRA)

Youth Music Education

By 2029, the number of children and
young people aged 0-25 years is
estimated to fall to 615,833 - 31% of
the population (NISRA)

Young People
Education Authority Music Service

Music Service
ensembles

Youth Music
Ensembles

Arts Council funded nonYouth specialist music
organisations

Arts Council
NI

Higher Education
Further Education
Music focussed courses

Self-directed music activity by young people

Arts Council funded
specialist youth music
ensembles

Arts Council funding
programmes targeting
emerging artists

Music Societies

Amateur
Groups

Amateur
Orchestras

Community-led
traditional music
organisations

Arts Council Grants and loans for musical
instruments

The Music Industry is worth £61.5 million in GVA (2016) to
the local economy, (Source Generator NI) employing 3,300
people, 1,900 in a music business and 1,400 in music-based
roles in other sectors eg film and gaming (Source TBR 2016)
640 music businesses with a turnover of £166m per annum
(Source TBR 2016)

High Profile NI Artists
Music as a subsidiary
career

Music
Industry

Music contributes more than €700 million to the
Republic of Ireland economy IMRO, Deloitte 2017
and supporting more than 13,130 jobs. Tourism
in NI generated a spend of £90m (UK Music 2018)
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Recommendations
Making it better – Strategic recommendations to be considered by co-design group
In order to build on the assets and address some of the main challenges identified, the following six
priorities are proposed. Under each priority a summary of the key issues and the associated
evidence is outlined alongside possible actions. These should be considered by the co-design group.
Figure 1: Youth Music Priorities

Priority 1: Access
and Inclusion

Priority 2: Career
Pathways and
access points

Priority 6: Funding
and Investment

Youth Music

Priority 3:
Strengthening the
infrastructure –
the music industry

Priority 5: Building
partnerships and
collaboration

Priority 4:
Advocacy and
enabling the voice
of young people to
be heard

At the start of the strategy development process and in partnership with the Education Authority,
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland developed a co-design group. Involving each element of the
youth music ecosystem, including educators, academics, specialist youth music delivery agents and
arts organisations this group has the potential to continue to advocate for, develop and deliver a coordinated and collaborative approach to youth music in Northern Ireland.
This group now needs to move from being a co-design group to a codelivery group, meeting
regularly to start delivering on the priorities that have emerged from the youth music audit in
pursuit of the outcomes that could be achieved through this new strategy. Through this strategy,
this is emerging as a Youth Music Partnership - a representative group for the youth music sector
that collectively can help Co-deliver and co-produce the strategy.
The following tangible and practicable work programme represents the outworking of this co-design
process.
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Because of the impact the Coronavirus has had on society and the way everyone operates, the
overarching priority for the strategy must be to stabilise what we already have within the Youth
Music Sector in Northern Ireland as this will underpin all the recommendations that follow.
It is recognised that fulfilment of these recommendations depends on a number of critical factors;
they require budget availability and the constraints in terms of both revenue and capital funding are
well documented. They are also dependent on inter-agency and partnership working within the
context of government directives. Ultimately, delivery will also depend on the existence of a working
NI Assembly and the will to develop and implement a vision of a youth music strategy.
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Priority 1: Access and Inclusion
The Issue: There is a lack of consistent access to and opportunities for all young people to engage in music; particularly at an earlier age, for young people
with disabilities and those economically and geographically disadvantaged or isolated
The Evidence






















Access to Music should be available to all young people in line with Article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
Inconsistency in the number of schools engaging in the EA Music Service across NI from 38% of PSs & PPSs in Belfast participating versus 86% in Armagh, Banbridge
and Craigavon Council area
65% of primary and post primary schools engaging in provisions provided by Music Service, however this figure fluctuates across the academic year. The breakdown of
this figure includes – 7% nursery schools; 66% primary; 31% special; 63% post primary schools, (the average figure in England is 89% and in Wales 83%)The EA is
currently reviewing Music Service (2020). EA’s Music Service is unique in the UK in striving to provide a unified service across Northern Ireland.
Benchmarking demonstrates that the mean % parental contribution to the costs of lessons is 50% in comparison to 16% in Scotland and 17% in England.
The funding per school pupil in NI is £10.25 in comparison to £47.28 in Scotland, £9.07 in England and £9.61 in Wales
Classroom music teaching specialism deficit at KS2. Lack of CPD for teachers at all key stages
There is little evidence of collaboration between educational establishments from early years through to universities
Lack of awareness among careers teachers about the career options through music particularly in popular music & or into creative or cultural industries
Lack of awareness of methodologies and techniques used to integrate disabled musicians into mainstream classroom activity to promote inclusion
Some disadvantaged young people not getting access early enough to music tuition
The numbers of those entering GCSE, AS or A Level Music has reduced significantly in recent years – Arts and humanities are suffering at the expense of STEM subjects
and numeracy and literacy
Music through Key Stage 2 suffers because of a focus on the transfer test in many schools
Young people’s interest in music is wide and varied;
Inconsistency of music tuition in rural areas
Anecdotal evidence points to the barriers for disabled youth musicians embarking on a career in music particularly around aspects of universal credit
Music opens many doors, contributes to inclusion self-confidence and self-efficacy among young people and has the potential to build relationships between people
from different community backgrounds.
Disabled musicians require support to maintain essential living related benefits when embarking on a music career.
Music can contribute to the development of cross-community relationship building through unique and meaningful opportunities for young people from diverse
backgrounds and cultural traditions.
All current ACNI funding programmes are oversubscribed.
Although there is no substitute for face-to-face delivery, a new understanding of the potential for online activity to increase access, particularly in rural areas, has
arisen in response to Covid restrictions.
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Priority 1: Access and Inclusion
ACNI
Actions
Strategic
Priority
Research and test the viability of Music Education Partnerships Model
 To increase the number of schools accessing music provision from both EA and Music Sectoral Organisations.
Inspire
 To widen the breadth of musical choice and genres offered to school learners at all Key Stages, ensuring
1,2,6,7
these are appropriate to local needs.
 To widen access opportunities for all at as early an age as possible in & out of school music provision in
Connect
collaboration with youth music providers.
1,2,7,8
Building on the creative schools model with a focus on areas of disadvantage, disadvantaged families and groups and
those geographical areas where current uptake is lowest. This will require some additional investment to
strengthen specialist youth music organisations1 and appropriate non-youth-specialist music organisations2 to
deliver activities in school as well as after school as part of a wider investment programme for youth music – this
should focus on genres where there is most need (e.g., choral) and strongest potential for growth.

Lead
1,2,6,7

Possible partners

EA (, DE, ETI
ACNI
Music sector
organisations
Councils

Time Scale

Year 2-5
Year 2-5
Year 2 review the
recommendations
of the EA review
Year 3 Build on
the creative
schools model &
bid to
government
Year 4 & 5 deliver
programme

1

Specialist Youth Music Organisations include Ulster Youth Orchestra and the National Youth Choir of Northern Ireland
Non-youth specialist music organisations include Ulster Orchestra, Moving On Music, NI Opera, Camerata Ireland, Oh Yeah Music Cen tre, The Nerve Centre, Glasgowbury,
Dumbworld, Walled City Music Festival and The City of Derry International Choral Festival, Contemporary Music Centre, Sestina, Hard Rain Soloist Ensemble, Belfast Music
Society, Panarts, Belfast Philharmonic, and Drake Music Northern Ireland
2
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Priority 1: Access and Inclusion
ACNI
Actions
Strategic
Priority
ACNI to commission a Direct Student to Professional Engagement Programme
Inspire
 To maintain and enhance professional engagement opportunities for talented young people with youth
1,2,3,4,6,7
music providers.
 (inclusive of peer-to-peer mentoring) across all genres but especially those where there are gaps (e.g.,
Connect
choral)
1,2,3,7,8
Building on for example the Output Belfast 50 Conversations mentoring and network programme for popular music
as well as the Jazz Life Alliance Mentoring programme for Jazz and the UYO and UO Professional Experience Scheme
Lead
(PES) for classical.
3,6,7

Review and Adapt existing ACNI Programmes

Inspire
1,2,3,5,6,7




Connect
1,2,6,7,8
Lead
1,2,6

To increase the number of music performance bursaries across all music genres available to talented and
emerging talented young musicians in NI including those with a disability
To improve equality of access to and opportunity for involvement in quality music making for all children
and young people recognising the barriers3 to participation
To improve effectiveness and strengthen and diversify provisions that support the achievement of outcomes
for young people.

Adapting the Individual Artist Programme (SIAP) to ensure more and greater transparency of support to young
musicians with closer monitoring to ensure support for artists adds value to the delivery of this strategy.
Introduce additional bursaries for young people to develop musical talent through the expansion of the Young
Musicians’ Platform with continued support for traditional musicians and singer songwriters

3

Possible partners

Time Scale

ACNI; ACNI Youth
Music providers;
ACNI funded music
organisations not
specialising in youth
music; UU; Chamber
Choir of Ireland;
Open Youth
Orchestra, CCS, Trad
Forum & Trad Music
Providers
ACNI
Co-delivery Group
FE, HE, Councils
INI, PRS
DfE,
Young musicians
EA
DE
Local Area
Authorities
UoAT
Help Musicians UK
BBC
Other funding
partners

Year 2-5
Year 2 review
current PEP
opportunities &
prioritise through
current ACNI
schemes
Year 3, 4 & 5
Support
additional PEP
schemes
Year 2-5
This work will be
ongoing
throughout each
of the years

Barriers experienced by many young people include cost, transport, technical, digital and indeed covid related barriers
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Priority 1: Access and Inclusion
ACNI
Actions
Strategic
Priority
Continue to deliver but introduce additional funding to the PPL Momentum Music Fund and International
Showcase Fund in support of emerging and mid-career music creators to enable them to take their careers to the
next level

Possible partners

Time Scale

Traditional Music
Providers

Monitor the location, age of, pathways and outcomes for participants on all youth music and music funding to
ensure this support adds value to the delivery of this strategy
Continue to support the Take it Away instrument loan scheme and the Musical Instruments for Bands, Schools and
Professional and Non Professional Groups as well as individuals
Inspire
1,2,3,5,6,7
Connect
1,7,8
Lead
1,2,4,6,7

Develop an outreach strategy with cultural music umbrella bodies, building on the ACNI traditional music audit 4 .
 To increase resources to traditional musical bodies in part as a way of increasing participation amongst
disadvantaged groups, and open up pathways that can contribute to the growth in the cultural and creative
economy

ACNI
Traditional music
organisations

Year 1-5
Year `1 review
through
Traditional Arts
Forum
Year 2 review the
recommendations
of the EA review
Year 3 Build on
the creative
schools model &
bid to
government
Year 4 & 5 deliver
programme

4

This information has been imported from the ACNI Audit of Traditional Music Services 2015, http://www.artscouncil-ni.org/images/uploads/publicationsdocuments/Traditional_Music_Audit_2015.pdf
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Priority 2: Pathways for talent, Career Pathways and Access Points
The Issue: Lack of a broad range of training and music career pathways for young people
The Evidence:




















All aspects of young people’s music progression journey need to be considered and a more holistic approach taken to join the dots between pathways
The value of music & career pathways in the music industry and are not always obvious or transparent to young people, their parents or career teachers
Many young people have to leave Northern Ireland to pursue a career in music
Musicians are likely to build a career around several aspects of music and the music industry and range from performing in a professional orchestra or
band to composing, arranging, producing, teaching (schools, private, group), music therapy, sound engineering, design, broadcast and special effects,
administration, marketing and management. Support for individuals needs to reflect this. Informed collaboration is essential involving all stakeholders
A career in the music Industry is one of the least understood pathways in the sector, yet has the most commercial value for the greatest number of
people
The importance of music at early years and at primary school is well evidenced.
Some teachers at KS1 & KS2 need additional support in the delivery of the music curriculum
Higher Education is generally only open to those who have GCSE and A level music plus Grade Exams plus experience performing with high level
ensembles (there are emerging exceptions e.g., St Mary’s UC TTC which accepts music grades where someone has not pursued music to GCSE or A Level
Further Education opens new doors to those either new to music, or those whose talent or enthusiasm has not been nurtured wit hin the formal school
system alongside support who have pursued music in the PPS sector and who wish to pursue a wider range of courses
There are many different elements to the music infrastructure inside and outside school but there is a lack of coordination between them
One Teacher Training College offers a BEd (Primary) with a specialism in Music and the other does not
A PGCE (Post Primary) with a specialism in music is available from Ulster University
NI does not offer any university courses with a specialism in any traditional music genres (Irish or Ulster Scots)
NI does not have a music conservatoire or a junior conservatoire but the QUB Junior Academy of Music (JAM) demonstrates the emergence of a Junior
Conservatoire
Some BTEC courses offered in Further Education Colleges are not recognised by universities, narrowing the pathway for some students
There is a lack of physical places for those under 18 to play music
Music is not a one-off activity but rather has the potential to take young people on a lifelong learning journey
There is a need to ensure the music industry is seen as fun, offering an eclectic range of music experiences early in young people’s lives to maintain
their interest in music
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Priority 2: Pathways for talent, Career Pathways and Access Points
ACNI
Strategic
Priority
Inspire
1,2,3,4,6,7
Connect
1,2,3,6,7,8
Lead
1,2,3,6,7

Actions

Develop an on-line music careers tool and information session(s)
 To improve signposting for children and young people entering third level education and employment
 To increase teachers and sector awareness of emerging trends and development opportunities
An online music careers tool, to be used by young people and their parents, teachers, schools, FE colleges to help signpost
pathways to and within the music industry.
A collaboration with the Music Industry for work-place based opportunities and apprenticeships at Key Stage 4 onwards
(and ideally before) to highlight and support career pathways.
In partnership with DfE and local councils, explore how a new Music Creators Apprenticeship Programme could be
developed, with a view to offering paid pathways for young people.
Co-delivery group with DfE to explore other music related apprenticeship pathways with a view to widening access to
training and employment opportunities

Possible
partners

Time
Scale

EA, DE, ACNI,
DfE, DfC, INI,
CCS, MS, ETI, FE
Sector, DfE,
Local
Authorities &
ACNI funded
orgs and the
wider music
industry,
traditional
music providers

Year 3-5
Year 3
collate
content &
explore
options
for
apprentic
eship
opportuni
ties
Year 4
Test
content
and trial
informati
on
sessions
& bid for
Music
Creators
Apprentic
eship
Program
me
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Priority 2: Pathways for talent, Career Pathways and Access Points
ACNI
Strategic
Priority

Actions

Possible
partners

Time
Scale
Year 5
review &
evaluate
online
tool
Pilot
Music
Creators
Apprentic
eship
Program
me

Inspire
1,2,3,6,7
Connect
1,2,5,7,8
Lead
2,3,6,7

Develop opportunities for music creators under the age of 18 to share skills and experience

Inspire
1,2,6,7
Connect
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
Lead
2,3,5,6,7

Establish a talent Development Forum
 In the interest of talent development across the music sector, facilitate the sharing of skills and expertise,
collaboration and risk taking.



enabling them to contribute to the wider creative economy in NI

Work with Councils to identify more opportunities and meeting places for talented musicians under the age of 18 to
perform compose, improvise, and innovate
Explore, as a matter of urgency under the current Community Planning action plan reviews, the extent of amateur music
making within local council infrastructure as laid out in community planning and culture, arts, and heritage strategies

Develop a forum that promotes the coordination, collaboration, and integration among and across talent development
agencies in NI, EA, and other key music industry stakeholders in order to more effectively promote and support talent
development across all aspects of the business

Councils, ACNI,
youth music
providers,
traditional
music providers

Year 1-5
This work
will be
ongoing
througho
ut each of
the years

ACNI, NI Talent
Development
Agencies and
their industry
partners as well
as traditional
music providers

Year 1-5
This work
will be
ongoing
througho
ut each of
the years
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Priority 2: Pathways for talent, Career Pathways and Access Points
ACNI
Strategic
Priority

Actions

Possible
partners

Time
Scale
however
the forum
will be
establishe
d by the
end of
year 2
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Priority 3: Strengthening the Infrastructure - the Music Sector
The Issue: Infrastructure is fragmented and collaboration ad hoc. There is a need to strengthen the infrastructure
The Evidence

















The eclectic and diverse music industry in NI is not coordinated, lacks support (in some areas more than others – e.g., popular, digital, traditional,
disabled music, the business of music), is not recognised or valued sufficiently for its contribution to outcomes and is not celebrated enough
There is a lack of support for emerging music business enterprises (either private or social enterprise) that is bespoke to their needs
There is a lack of opportunities for the sector to network and learn from one another
The geographical nature of Northern Ireland means that many rural areas do not or are not able to access the support offered within the music industry
Many young people stated that music is not seen as a cool subject or one that is open to all people immaterial of their backg rounds
Extension roles offered in other locations in the UK provide access to high quality live music experiences, the range of which increased where multigenre partnerships exist
A lack of an agreed culture and arts strategy for NI contrasts to Ireland’s “Creative Ireland Programme”, Scotland’s 10 Year Plan “Unlocking Potential,
Embracing Ambition” Strategy and England’s “Culture White Paper” as well as the EUs Creative Europe 2020 Strategy. Such is the strength of music in
Ireland that the sector is calling for a National Music strategy.
Music contributes more than €700 million to the Irish economy (IMRO, Deloitte 2017) while the music industry is worth £61.5 million in GVA to the local
economy according to the report Output, produced by music business support programme Generator NI. It states that it employs over 3,280 people,
1,900 of those employed within the music business. With a population in Ireland of c5.5m and a NI population of c.1.8 m, significant disparities and
opportunities exist if the sector is supported and exploited further.
The Screen and Film sector offer opportunities for music composers yet not exploited to the full yet
There is a need to develop a strategic framework to harness the cross-cutting power of music – a bespoke model for Northern Ireland that reflects the
diversity of provision across the sector - industry/ education/ community/ voluntary; mirrors and contributes to the Programme for Government;
cascades down into local Community Plans across all 11 local authority areas; and promotes active collaboration across the ecosystem. A coordinated
approach is required
While a collaboration with Invest NI by ACNI alongside partnership arrangements with the British Council support the exporting of NI’s talent across the
world, there is also a need to build the music business development skills at a local level and to do so with a recognition of the portfolio career held by
many musicians.
Here is a need for funders; education sector (NS, PS, PPS, SS, FE and HE); Councils and Enterprise Agencies; NGOs; specialist and non-specialist youth
music providers incl. choral, traditional music sector and music industry sectors, and young people themselves to build partnerships and opportunities
for collaboration.
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Priority 3: Strengthening the Infrastructure - the music sector
ACNI
Strategic
Priority
Inspire
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Connect
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
Lead
1,2,3,5,6,7

Inspire
1,2,3,4,6,7
Connect
1,2,3,6,7,8
Lead
2,6,7

Actions

Launch the NI Youth Music Strategic Plan
Establish a Youth Music Partnership representative of all aspects of the youth music infrastructure including
establishing a Young People’s Consultative Group in partnership with EA and DE
Consult regularly and updates the newly established NI Youth Assembly (see priority 4 ref campaigning)
 To improve, sharing information flow and collaboration across youth music, and increase support to specific
genres where there are gaps
 To provide career information
 To increase the profile of and enhanced support for specific genres where there are support gaps for young
people through engaging with and supporting specialist providers such as jazz, world music, contemporary,
choral, traditional, digital, pop etc.
 To Increase support for the creation of new music with young people
 To increase support for those with a focus on disabled young musicians, and those working with young people
in disadvantaged or isolated rural areas
 To increase support to those initiatives that support music performance for young people where young people
from various ensembles can experiment and explore their musical creativity

Research and test the viability of a Music Industry Business Support Programme
 To strengthen the capacity and business acumen within the Music Industry Infrastructure regionally and locally
Engage with the 11 local authority Economic Development Units, with Local Enterprise Agencies and with Social
Enterprise NI to establish a Music Industry Business Support Programme that builds on existing support programmes
with a focus on addressing the lack of managers, publishers, booking agents and labels in NI. Supplement existing music
courses with business development modules.

Possible
partners

Time Scale

ACNI,
EA, DE,
Youth Music
Partnership
DfE
DfC
PRS
Foundation
and INI

Year 1-5
This work
will be
ongoing
throughout
each of the
years
however the
strategic Plan
will be
launched in
year 1
Youth music
partnership
established
in year 2
Young
People’s
consultative
group in year
3
Years 3- 5
This work
will be
ongoing
throughout
each of the
years

ACNI,
Councils, FE
sector,
enterprise
Agencies
INI
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Priority 3: Strengthening the Infrastructure - the music sector
ACNI
Strategic
Priority

Actions

If viable this would tested through Belfast City Council pending the outcome of UNESCO City of Music 2023 Bid

Possible
partners

Time Scale

however
following the
review of
programmes
including PPL
Momentum
a
presentation
will be made
to 11 local
authority
Economic
Development
Units, with
Local
Enterprise
Agencies and
with Social
Enterprise NI
during year
3. If viable a
bid to
government
in year 4 and
a pilot
programme
to be
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Priority 3: Strengthening the Infrastructure - the music sector
ACNI
Strategic
Priority

Inspire
1,2,3,4,6
Connect
1,3,6,7,8
Lead
4,6,7

Actions

Build the profile of and support for music composers
In partnership with NI Screen, review the potential of the music for Screen sector and the supports required in NI to
strengthen this in line with NI Screen’s Strategy and those engaged in its delivery (CLCs)

Possible
partners

ACNI
NI Screen
CLCs
Creative
Industries
CMC
BCC Creative
industries
officer

Time Scale

delivered in
year 5
Years 2- 5
This work
will be
ongoing
throughout
each of the
years.
Profiling to
be collated in
year 2 and 4
with
information
and profiling
taking place
in years 3
and 5
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Priority 4: Advocacy
The Issue: Advocacy - Lack of awareness of the impact of music; amongst decision makers, young people, parents, teachers, and the general public
The Evidence:

















While music contributes to many outcomes, awareness of this is not strong among many policy makers, parents, and indeed young people themselves.
There is a perception that Government does not value the arts
Music provision depends on interest/value that school places on music
Parental consent sometimes acts as a barrier to engagement
Lack of money for quality instruments
Focus on performance - Lack of creative, compositional and improvisation skills in NI
Developing youth music with and by young people has been proven to work elsewhere
Need clear messaging particularly given the fragmented nature of the sector
The importance of music in peace building and building good relations between people of different community backgrounds was acknowledged
The impact of music needs to be more effectively demonstrated to assist with this advocacy piece - resources for schools and teachers, and those
working in the informal and non-formal sectors needs to be enhanced to demonstrate the impact, quality and status of music education while
promoting wider understanding of the personal, social, education, economic and community benefits of making music.
There needs to be more showcasing to MLAs, elected members, parents, families, young people, central and local government bodies etc
Build on the legacy of those that have gained national and international notoriety in the music industry and how they can assist in inspiring others.
Music has the power to bring people together. It has the ability to build relationships across Northern Ireland’s divided society, to help people
understanding of the different yet shared cultural identities and build trust between people of different community backgrounds. This trust is best
started at an early age. It is important to acknowledge and nurture this unique role within youth music in Northern Ireland and support this
instrumental role moving forward. This requires a cross departmental approach.
Northern Ireland needs a place that nurtures and facilitates the most innovative and dynamic creators of new sonic and interdisciplinary performance
art; a place that nurtures and facilitates the most innovative and dynamic creators of new sonic and interdisciplinary performance art; a place that can
build upon and celebrate the strength and nature of its artistic aesthetic and unique creative voice
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Priority 4: Advocacy
ACNI Strategic
Priority
Inspire
1,2,3,4,6
Connect
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
Lead
1,2,3,4,6,7

Actions

Develop a youth music campaign



Increase awareness of the importance of youth music to the health and wellbeing of young people, and to
economic, social, environmental and cultural values
To use the newly established NI Youth Assembly as a vehicle to enact change

The Youth Music Partnership shall seek on-going resources to develop a bank of NI based youth music empirical
research that increases understanding of the ability of music to deliver wider socio-economic objectives and that
could lead to investment in the sector similar to the step-change achieved in Scotland at Executive level
Develop a coordinated monitoring and evaluation mechanism for the youth music sector with support from
academia with a focus on the multiple outcomes to which it contributes including the social value alongside its link
and contribution to the PfG.
Develop a collaborative communications and marketing campaign that amplifies awareness of the importance of
engagement in music on health and wellbeing evidenced through the Covid crisis, enhances awareness and
understanding of the components of the youth music infrastructure and the opportunities they offer to young people,
and that makes visible and celebrates youth music’s assets at every level. Encouraging school leaders to offer
inclusive opportunities for engagement with music is a particularly important target group for this campaign.
Establish a youth music industry champion to advocate for its importance across the economic, social, environmental,
cultural, and health and wellbeing agendas. Complement with youth advocates and inspirational and diverse role
models
Develop a campaign to seek additional investment for the sector and schools. This requires Executive support.
Continue to support and advocate for the important role played by music in the creation of a shared society in
Northern Ireland through a partnership with TEO

Possible
partners

Time Scale

ACNI,
Youth Music
partnership,
Universities,
NI Executive

Year 3 – 5
This work will be
ongoing
throughout each
of the years.
Year 3 develop a
bank of NI based
youth music
empirical
research
Year 4
coordinated
monitoring and
evaluation
mechanism
Year 4-5
collaborative
communications
and marketing
campaign
Year 5 establish
youth music
industry
champion &
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Priority 4: Advocacy
ACNI Strategic
Priority

Inspire
1,2,3,4,6
Connect
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
Lead
1,2,3,4,6,7

Actions

Set up a traditional music education group
Through the established NI Trad Forum, set up a traditional music education group to act as a cross-community
advocacy group for the inclusion of traditional music in formal music education5 , working in partnership with other
stakeholders to build a co-ordinated approach to the development traditional music provision. In addition, to build
a co-ordinated approach to the development of training and resources for existing and emerging teachers including
online teaching aids and professional development opportunities

Possible
partners

Time Scale

Traditional
Music
Organisations,
EA, DE, DfC,
Young
musicians
Local Area
Authorities

campaign to seek
additional
investment
Year 3 – 5
Year 3
review the
recommendations
of the EA review
Year 4 establish
advocacy group &
review training
and resources
Year 5 deliver
pilot sessions and
signposting

5

This information has been imported from the ACNI Audit of Traditional Music Services 2015, http://www.artscouncil-ni.org/images/uploads/publicationsdocuments/Traditional_Music_Audit_2015.pdf
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Priority 5: Building partnerships and collaboration
The Issue- Building partnerships and collaboration aimed at maximising the value of the sector socially, economically, and culturally
The Evidence:














There is a lack of coordination between the different elements of the youth music ecosystem in NI
There is a lack of coordination between youth music and the wider music industry in NI
Some key players are not currently engaged in the sector such as local authorities or enterprise agencies. These bodies could contribute to a more
area-based and nuanced approach to the support of youth music at a local level, with the ability to also focus on the unique cultural aspects of music in
different local authority areas, linking directly and more effectively into the community plans in each area
Based on the value of the music sector to the economy and other outcomes, reinvesting in the sector is crucial
One collective voice for the youth music sector is required
ACNI and the Education Authority with local authorities are well placed to facilitate strategic collaboration across the youth music and youth music
education ecosystem and build a stronger and more effective youth music infrastructure with clear pathways for young people to a career in the music
industry. This however should be undertaken in partnership with the co-delivery group and other key support stakeholders.
An independent Music Sector Representative Body is needed to pull together all aspects of the music sector, to enable all voices to be heard and to
promote collaboration. This should promote networking, the sharing and pooling of resources, signposting to appropriate support, the development of
informed collaborative projects, improved collective advocacy for the sector and possible economies of scale in regard of operational costs of different
organisations. A focus on young people and their progression within the sector is crucial.
Create an easily accessible evidence base (e.g., academic collaboration)
Co-design and co-production are highlighted in New Decade New Approach as a way of improving services
Build better connections between the formal and informal sectors
Encourage more cross genre engagement and support
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Priority 5: Building partnerships and collaboration
ACNI
Actions
Strategic
Priority
Inspire
Ensure the Youth Music Partnership is a key element in the development of any Music Sector Body in NI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Connect
The Youth Music Partnership (ref priority 3) would sit as a subgroup of the Music Sector Representative Body if
1,2,3,4,6,7,8 established.
Lead
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 Develop a Terms of Reference for the Youth Music Partnership (Ref priority 3). Appoint a Chairperson. Seek funding for
key actions agreed by the Partnership.
Discussions are ongoing with DfC regarding the validity of a Music Sector Body in NI

Possible
partners
Youth
Music
Sector
Local
authorities,
DFC, DfE,
DE, EA

Time Scale

Year 3-5
This work
will be
ongoing
throughout
each of the
years.
This is
dependent
on a the
creation of
a music
sectoral
body
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Priority 6: Funding and Investment
The Issue - There is a need to widen access to a wider range of music options to a larger number of young people from early years up
The Evidence:













Programme for Government Outcome 12 - “We give our Children the best start in life” means also targeting resources to disadvantaged and excluded
young people. Collaboration does not just happen. Trusted relationships need to be built and nurtured
There are resource gaps in several parts of the music infrastructure
The per capita spend on arts (all) in NI is £5.38 in comparison to £11.35 in Scotland, £10.13 in Wales, £7.69 in England and c £14.71 in the Republic of
Ireland. This demonstrates the need for a levelling up in Northern Ireland.
The Children’s Services Co-operation Act (Northern Ireland) 2015 opens up opportunities for the sharing of resources and pooling of funds (Art 4)
among all departments and public bodies and councils to help meet the outcomes of this Act and of the Children and Young People’s Strategy 20192029
There is a need to widen opportunities for children and young people across different genres, those in poverty and those in disadvantaged areas or
circumstances and to explore where collaborative opportunities exist. This should lead to an increase in funding to those parts of the ecosystem where
investment to date has been lagging behind the opportunities that the wider industry can offer
For many young people, the cost of music tuition is outside of the reach of their family budgets
The cost of musical instruments can be a barrier to many. The ACNI Musical Instruments funding programme has been a success and should continue
Sustain the energy behind the innovative thinking of the co-design group and the research- moving towards co-delivery
All current ACNI finding programmes are over subscribed
The importance of music in peace building and building good relations between people of different community backgrounds was acknowledged
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Priority 6: Funding and Investment
ACNI
Actions
Strategic
Priority
Inspire
Increase investment in youth music
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
 to ensure increased access and more pathways for a wider range of young people across all genres
Connect
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
The Youth Music Partnership will undertake a feasibility study to increase investment to youth music from
Lead
philanthropic investment as well as government and other sources with high profile NI Artists, similar to that in the
1,2,4,5,6,7
Republic of Ireland through the Music Generation Initiative.
ACNI will identify ways of increasing investment to underrepresented music genres including the traditional music
sector in light of the numbers of young people engaged and the importance of this to the experiential tourism sector
and the burgeoning cultural industries sector
ACNI to extend the musical instruments funding programme for another three years to include assistive music
technology to enable more young people across all genres to access affordable instruments with up to 100% payments from beginners to elite as well as exploring with EA ways to support their access and inclusion model with schools e.g.,
whole class initiatives and whole class instrument sets where applicable and subject to review. This will also extend to
the creation of a Digital Innovation Fund to address the digital divide experienced by some young people with a focus
on increasing access and participation.
The Youth Music Partnership will work with ACNI to explore and apply to Peace Plus to pilot a three to five-year music
education, performance, and inclusion initiative

Possible
partners
ACNI

Time Scale

Years 3 -5

Youth
This work
Music
will be
Partnership ongoing
throughout
Trad
each of the
Forum
years
Year 3- 4
carryout
and review
a feasibility
study
Year 3 - 5
secure the
extension
of the
musical
instruments
funding
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Emerging conclusions
The following is a summary of the emerging conclusions from the audit. This is based on


the findings from the engagement with stakeholders across the infrastructure, including the
results of the stakeholder interviews, the focus groups, and the e-surveys
the literature review and learning from policy and practice elsewhere.



This has resulted in the need for a bespoke model for Northern Ireland but one that is cross cutting
and integrated.
The audit has found the following.
Assets
Northern Ireland’s youth music sector has many assets upon which to build.




Youth Music Assets in Northern Ireland
A strong evidence base for the value of music in delivering wider outcomes has been identified
through the research. These benefits across social, intellectual, education, health and wellbeing and economic are demonstrated through a wide range of empirical evidence
The outcomes-based approach is relevant to the eleven Community Plans at local authority
level, all of which offer opportunities for wider inclusion of music as an agent of change in the
lives of local people



The Arts Council for Northern Ireland has a strong youth music policy, and a wider range of
funding programme supports for organisations and individuals that aim to promote and
showcase youth music. It has a strong and coordinated funding policy and is well placed to
facilitate strategic collaboration across the sector in building a stronger music infrastructure



Specialist youth music organisations, funded by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, offer a
wide range of activities to children and young people with talent. This is characterised by high
quality, high impact and effective delivery
Northern Ireland is unique in the UK in that it has a single Education Authority (a NonDepartmental Public Body sponsored by the Department of Education) covering the whole
region and within it a Music Service which delivers across Northern Ireland with 65% of primary
and post primary schools engaging in its activities. This consistency of approach across NI
coupled with good engagement in disadvantaged areas – both rural and urban – should make it
easier for a systems-based approach to improvements and collaborations required to
strengthen the Music Service’s reach and effectiveness. The Education Authority’s Music Service
is currently under review. The Department of Education and CCEA have embedded a
Compulsory Education Policy for music up to the age of 14. Alongside this, with 27 Area
Learning Communities across NI at post primary level, there are opportunities for even further
music education collaborations
The Further Education sector provides access to a wide range of youth music alternative
pathways for young people who wish to progress music as a career with many young people
engaging in music education for the first time through FE colleges
An engaged and respected Higher Education academic sector (including two Teacher Training
University Colleges) offers a wide range of higher education courses for young people wishing to
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Youth Music Assets in Northern Ireland
pursue a career in or with music, including innovative engagement with aspiring young
musicians. This also offers potential for further research around youth music


















Youth Music in Northern Ireland is characterised with a strong, skilled, and committed informal
youth music sector across a wide range of genres and right across NI
The social enterprise and amateur sectors offer extensive opportunities for individual tuition
and participation in ensembles. A number of these organisations have successfully applied for
project funding from the Arts Council of Northern Ireland. These organisations are key
providers in rural areas
Community led traditional music organisations range in scale and are important providers,
engaging sizeable numbers of young people through individual tuition and ensembles
Independent music teachers deliver individual and group tuition and some whole class
instrumental or vocal tuition, and run ensembles, all within and outside of school settings
Many Early Years organisations are active in music providing a strong foundation for language
acquisition and later engagement in music through provision by the private sector and the
Music Service
There are a few examples of Youth Clubs which focus on the provision of arts activities,
especially music
Six organisations focus the majority of their activity on youth music support to young people
with a disability with many demonstrating innovative and inclusive practice
There is potential for wider collaboration across the UK and the island of Ireland with regard to
music education and across the music industry generally
There are a significant number of talented individuals within youth music with pockets of good
practice and plenty of good will. There is potential for and an openness towards more cross
genre and cross-community engagement in youth music
For those who deliver, there is a recognition of the benefits of music to young people
Most young people would not be able to engage in youth music opportunities were it not for
supportive parents
Volunteers are central to the delivery much of the social enterprise, amateur and community
sectors and provide substantial support to the sustainability of the infrastructure
A wide range of organisations from across the sector provide innovative alternatives to fill the
gap left by the absence of a conventional junior conservatoire in NI
The EA Music Service provides a range of summer courses and schemes at an affordable cost.
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C hallenges
While assets abound within the infrastructure, there are some challenges that need to be addressed
in any new model moving forward. The main challenges identified are:
Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland


Despite the wide range of providers across Northern Ireland, inequality of opportunity has
been identified through the audit. This cuts across geography, social class, access, and cost
and results in some talented young people slipping through the net



While the entitlement to music is available to all young people up to the age of 14, some
barriers to this include some schools not prioritising music due to a variety of reasons (see
below) and some schools choosing not to work with the Music Service within their schools.
While the entitlement is mandatory and is a core part of the curriculum, engagement by
schools with the Music Service is not. There is therefore a geographic disparity in the
proportion of schools choosing to engage and so a disparity in the opportunities available to
young people. Equality of access is important across both the curriculum entitlement to music
and access to support through the Music Service



Many also highlighted the need to widen the Music Service’s offer to cover a wider variety of
music genres to young people. Collaboration with others was cited as an opportunity here.
The audit demonstrated an inconsistent delivery of music entitlement in schools – at both
primary and post primary level. In some cases, this was driven by a lack of understanding of
the value of music by the head teacher. Our research suggests that some music teachers are
being pulled in many directions in an attempt to deliver the Extended Curriculum, a lack of
confidence among teachers to teach music at Key Stage 2 Level, a lack of a specialised music
teacher in many schools, limited resources and the focus in KS2 on the Transfer Test in many
schools.





Over the period 2012/13 to 2016/17, the number of entries to GCSE Music dropped by 21%,
the number of entries to AS Music dropped by 17%; and the number of entries to A Level
Music dropped by 34%



The audit noted that there are still gaps in the number of trained music specialists to work in










this important area
There are of course many steps that could be taken to address this decline in formal music
studies within the schools. Fundamentally young people within these school environments
need to be made fully aware of opportunities that exist within music beyond careers as music
teachers, community performers or semi-professional musicians. Currently there appears to
be a gap in this information and signposting within schools
We observed that music is grouped within the Arts as a Key Area of Learning. However, it sits
with two other subjects – Art and Design and Drama. Sometimes this means that young
people are offered a term each for each subject or in some cases, little or no music
There is a need for sustained delivery of opportunities to engage with music for young people
The range of opportunities available to study music within the FE sector is not always clear to
young people. Greater coordination between schools and FE colleges with a focus on the
outcomes for young people is required
There is a lack of awareness and appreciation, among many, of the value investment in youth
music can bring to many of the outcomes within the Programme for Government. There is an
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Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland
absence of clear strategies to enable music to contribute effectively to the Programme for
Government. This could be enhanced through a Youth Music Strategy co-designed with all
players within the ecosystem. (This audit has started the process).
Youth Music in NI could be characterised as a fragmented ecosystem, with many players in
competition with one another, with little collaboration and with existing resources not fully
maximised. The assets within the ecosystem, if blended more collaboratively, could result in
greater benefits for all. Resources, it was stated, are also limited. There is a lack of awareness
generally of the youth music industry and little collaboration between the wider industry and
the education elements currently. This leads to a lack of opportunities for some young people
The audit noted a lack of specialised teachers in Primary Schools. Only one of the two Teacher
Training University Colleges offers a BEd with Music for Primary Teaching
A lack of training and support for non-specialist teachers and CPD for existing music teachers
was identified as a gap, particularly in KS1 and KS2



A need was identified for capacity building in the amateur and community and voluntary
sectors with a focus on provision within quality teaching frameworks, governance, better
networking and more collaboration, and appropriate resources that enable delivery where
need and demand exist



A disconnect was identified between the formal and informal education sector and culturally
based voluntary music providers with a need for collaboration to develop pathways
A number of blocks to development post-16 and lack of opportunities for career progression in
NI were identified in particular the need to have achieved Music Grades, GCSE Music, and
experience in an ensemble as prerequisites to entry onto a degree course. Some young people
do not have the opportunity to meet all three of these entry requirements
Some gaps were also identified around choral singing, choral conducting, some underrepresented minority instruments, and in areas of composition and improvisation. It was
identified that there are particular gaps within certain genres of music - jazz, contemporary,
experimental in particular. Teachers championing less "popular" instruments is key
Although NI has a higher-than-average success in developing young people who gain access to
conservatoires and music schools elsewhere, the absence of its own conservatoire places
barriers of cost and social norms which disadvantage some talented young people. Young
people who leave NI to study rarely return to pursue a career.













Although a small number of bursaries are available, the cost of a week’s residential summer
course with one of the specialist youth music ensembles is almost £500 which is still beyond
the means of many young people and their families.
The audit noted a weak music industry infrastructure in NI – there are few well-established
managers, few publishers and very few booking agents and, a lack of labels, and in some cases
a lack of focus on the business development elements of the music industry. As a result, many
emerging artists leave Northern Ireland to progress their careers.
Although the benchmarking process showed that NI achieves a great deal with its limited
resources, the much greater level of funding in Scotland has achieved significantly greater
equality of access, stronger foundations in early years and beyond and higher exam entries at
16 leading to better established career pathways.
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Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland







The audit demonstrates that while there is much to be celebrated, there is a need to turn the
good will into action, but resourcing is a challenge.
The music industry is vast and the extensive opportunities available need to be exposed to
young people on much more significant manner. Furthermore, young people need to be
inspired. There is a lack of opportunities for engagement between young emerging musicians
and music industry professional practitioners, composers, performers, producers and artists
from across every dimension of music
A need was identified for establishing some sort of centre of excellence for sonic and
performance art. An institute for radical sonic and performance innovation. A place that
nurtures and facilitates the most innovative and dynamic creators of new sonic and
interdisciplinary performance art.
Address issues associated with the digital divide for young people - all too evident during the
Covid 19 Pandemic
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Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Linen Hill House
23 Linenhall Street
Lisburn
BT28 1FJ
artscouncil-ni.org
T: +44 (28) 9262 3555
E: info@artscouncil-ni.org
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